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1. Pick up the rational numbers from the following numbers: 

6/7, -1/2, 0, 1/0, 100/0 

2. Find the reciprocal of the following rational numbers: 

i) – ¾ 



ii) 0 

iii) 6/11 

iv) 5/-9 

3. Write two such rational numbers whose multiplicative inverse is same. 

4. What property the following expression shows: 

i) 2/3 + 4/5 = 4/5 + 2/3 

ii) 1/3 x 2/3 = 2/3 x 1/3 

5. What is the multiplicative identity of rational numbers? 

6. What is the additive identity of rational numbers ?  

7. Write the additive inverse of the following : 

i) -6/7 

ii) 101/213 

8. Represent the following rational numbers on the number line : 

i) -2/3 

ii) ¾ 

iii) 3/2 

9. Multiple 4/7 by the reciprocal of 1/63. 

10. What must be added to -3/8 to get 5/16? 

11. Write any 5 rational numbers between −2/5 and ½. 

12. If the product of any two rational numbers is 2 and one of them is 1/7, find the other? 

13. Verify that: 

(i)        and  are there same 

(ii)       
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1. Expand 1025.63 using exponents 

 2. Expand 1256.249 using exponents. 

 3. State whether true or false:  

a. A number that represents how many times the number is multiplied by itself is known as exponent.  

b. Usual form of the expression 9 × 10 ˉ⁵ is given by 90 × 10 ˉ⁴ 

 c. In standard form 56700000 is written as 567 × 100000.  



d. a ᵐ × aᵑ  is equal to a ᵐ ⁺ ᵑ.  

4. Fill Up the following: 

 a. The standard form of ______ is 0.00000003673. 

 b. The Base in the expression 8 x100 is _____.  

c. If ‘a’ is a real number and ‘m’ is an integer, then exponential form is a ˉ ᵐ and division 

     form = ____. 

 d. 3 ˉ ² =____ . 

6. Simplify and express the result in power notation with positive exponent. 2 ˉ ³  × (– 7) ˉ ³ 

7. Simplify: 5 ˉ ² x 5 ³ 

8. Evaluate: {(1/3) ˉ ¹ - (1/4) ˉ ¹ } ˉ ¹ 

 9. Simplify: [3 ˉ ¹ + 4 ˉ ¹ + 5 ˉ ¹ ] °  

10. Find the value of: 3 ³√2  x  7 ³√6  x 5 ³√18. 
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SUBMISSION DATE:27/04/2020 
1. Choose the correct option 
(i) A republic is a state where the head of the state is 

a) nominated b) Elected  c) Hereditary 
(ii) Which fundamental right protect all other rights  

a) Right of equality   b) Right of constitutional remedies   
c) Right of freedom 

(iii) Changes in the constitution are made through a process called 
a) Amendment   b) Review 

(iv) Our constitution was put into force in the year  
a) 1947  b) 1948 c) 1950 

 
2. Fill in the blanks 
(i) All citizens are  _______equal before law. 
(ii) The  ____ gives us information about the composition of government 
(iii) Dissent is a part and parcel of  a_____. 
(iv) The _______is responsible for implementing the law. 
 
3. Answer in one word/one sentence: 
(i) What is constitution? 
(ii) An introduction to a legal document______. 
(iii) Write two fundamental duties. 
(iv) Write all fundamental rights. 
  
4. Activity 

Draw a chart of all the fundamental rights in a sheet or A4 size sheet. 
Use coloured pens. 
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1. Speed of sound increases as it passes through:- 

a. solid < liquid>gas 

b. gas < liquid <solid 

c. liquid < gas <solid 

d. gas > liquid >solid 

2. The shape of outer ear resembles a:- 

a. Funnel 

b. Kernel 

c. Tunnel 

d. both a &b 

3. A tightly stretched membrane that separates outer ear from middle ear is:- 

a. Eartube 

b. Earpinna 

c. Eardrum 

d. Earfiller 

4. The part of ear which converts sound energy into electric impulsesfor brain is :- 

a. Outerear 

b. Pinna 

c. Middleear 

d. Innerear 

5. Match the column:- 
 

a. Electric i) middle ear 

b. Sound ii) inner ear 

c. Eardrum iii) stimulus 

d. Pinna iv) guitar 



e. Cochlea v) outer ear 

6. Fill in the blanks:- 



 

 

 

a. Soundiscausedbyasourcethat . 

b. cords are present inside the voicebox. 

c. Thesenseorganthatperceivessoundis . 

d. The function of outer earisto soundwaves. 

e. Inner ear transmits vibrations tobrainby nerve. 

7. How does a human being produces sound?Explain. 

8. Sitafeltsomeirritationinherearsand putaneedleintoherearstoremoveit.Canitbe dangerous? 

9. Name the instrument and its category also among musicalinstruments. 

10. Write the correct words by putting letters in correctsequence- 

i. nlyaxr 
sonei 
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1. Sunflower seeds provide us mainly with :- 

a. Fats b. Carbohydrates c. Proteins d. Vitamins 

2. Most commonly grown cereal crop is/are :- 

a. Rice b. Maize c. Wheat d. All the above 

3. Crops sown during winters are :- 

a. Rabi crops b. Kharif crops c. Mixed crops d. Cereal crops 

4. The method of scattering seeds in the field by hand is :- 

a. Hand picking b. Transplantation c. Broadcasting d. Levelling 

5. Match the column :- 
 

a. Horticultural crop i) Potato 

b. Kharif crop ii) Crotons 

c. Rabi crop iii) Agricultural waste 



d. Compost manure iv) Groundnut 

e. Green manure v) Dry leaves 

6. Fill in the blanks :- 

a.   is large scale cultivation of vegetable, fruits & flower plants. 

b.   is the process of loosening and turning up of the soil. 

c.   is the process of supplying water to crops at different intervals. 

d.   is result of too much water given to the soil. 

e.   is the science dealing with growth of plants and animals for human use. 

7. Why is it good to wash foodgrains before use? 

8. Why are manures better than fertilizers? 

9. Pick the wrong word out of the following: Pesticide/ Horticide/ Herbicide/ Weedicide/ Insecticide 

Write the correct words by putting letters in correct sequence-i) wwiinnngo ii) shhtegrin 
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